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SCBWI-L.A. Writer’s Days
March 9-10, 2013

Diversity!
In Picture Book, Middle Grade, Young Adult,
Non-Fiction and Poetry

Saturday March 9 – Keynotes and Panels featuring:
Join us for the

SCBWI Crystal Kite Award Ceremony
honoring Eugene Yelchin for illustrating
“Won Ton: A Cat Tale Told in Haiku”

Literary Agent and former Editor at HarperCollins Children’s Books, Adriana Dominguez, Full Circle Literary
http://www.fullcircleliterary.com/

Award-Winning and New York Times
Bestselling Author of What is Goodbye
and The Road to Paris Nikki Grimes

http://www.nikkigrimes.com/

Award-Winning Author of Ash and
Huntress Malinda Lo http://www.malindalo.com/
Digital Editorial Director of the Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt Children’s Book Group,
Daniel Nayeri http://danielnayeri.com/

contests, critiques, business, craft,
inspiration…and community!
Sunday March 10

Intensive Craft and Professional
Workshops with our faculty

Details and More Faculty
Information To Come…

Both days’ events will be held at

Clairbourn School, 8400 Huntington Drive, San Gabriel
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SCBWI-L.A. Regional News
On Sisyphus, Time Management, and The
Importance of Little Steps

I

I think my inbox is mocking me. 517 messages still to deal with. Sigh. At
its scariest height, it was over 1,000. Okay, over 1,500. But I’m doing
better.
Trying to get my email inbox down to zero is a modern day Sisyphian task
if ever there was one. (Sisyphus was the dude from mythology that Zeus
punished by making him have to push a boulder up a steep hill only to have
it roll back down once he got it near the top – and then he had to start all
over. Again and again. Forever. Not a lot of job satisfaction for Sisyphus.)
And some tasks can feel that way. Cleaning the house. (How does it get so
dusty so fast?) Eating (I’m hungry again? Didn’t I just eat?) As much as I love
it, even blogging (seven blog posts a week can feel like feeding a voracious
pet!) And some days, when writing is more perspiration than inspiration, it
can feel like my process of revision isn’t moving forward.
But I need to stop and remind myself that the genius thing about writing
a book is that there is an end-point. If I keep on course, I’ll reach those
words, “The End.” (Even in my current revision of my YA novel!)
I asked a friend, prolific and best-selling author, speaker, SCBWI Board
Member and SCBWI RA from Nevada, Ellen Hopkins, how she gets so
much accomplished. She said that every day, no matter what, even when
she’s travelling, she writes two new pages in her current work in progress.
Forward movement. Every day.
And that’s become a guiding principle for me. Every day, some forward
movement. Every day, I try to do something to keep my momentum going.
So much of it comes down to time management – and my efforts every day
to prioritize my writing as the FIRST thing I do so it doesn’t get away from
me in the rush of responsibilities – being a parent, being a spouse, juggling
freelance jobs, taking care of myself (working out helps me stay healthy
and happy) and volunteering for SCBWI (Sarah Laurenson and I are hard at
(continued next page)
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work, planning our March 9-10, 2013 SCBWI Los Angeles Writer’s Days
event. The focus will be Diversity, and it’s shaping up to be amazing!) Even
with everything else going on, if I can do a little bit of forward movement
on my novel every day, I know I’ll get to my destination.
Today, giving two workshops at a local high school, parent-duties and
volunteer work got the better of my time management, and I didn’t get to
work on my book. And I feel like Sisyphus. Unsatisfied.
And yet… maybe one of those ninth graders will be inspired by what I
shared about Smashing Stereotypes (and the books that can help us do
that.)
Like the teen who told me earlier in the month at a Banned Books Week
event, after reading a passage from “Annie On My Mind” and talking about
the impact that teen lesbian love story had on her life, that it was in my
workshop two years ago that she’d first heard of the book.
And maybe… one of you reading this column will take up the lamp of
inspiration offered by Ellen, and join me in trying to, every day, make some
small step of forward movement on your work in progress.
After all, tomorrow I’ll get a new chance to manage my time and work on
my novel. And every day I do is immensely satisfying. After all, I’m a writer.
And what makes me a writer is the fact that I write.
I know that day by day, page by page, I’ll get
there.
And so will you.
Illustrate and Write On,

Lee

Columns - 500 words max
Features - 800 words max
Interviews - 1400 words max
Poetry - 150 words max
Critique Connections:
Contact Sheryl Scarborough at
mediasherpa@gmail.com.
Toot Your Horn & Ads: Follow instructions on
page 32 of this issue.
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Orange County/Inland Empire News
Greetings from Francesca and Q,

Our guest speakers included:

O

• Frances Gilbert – Editorial Director of
Doubleday Children’s Books, a division of
Random House

Our annual OC Editor’s Day at Cal State University
Fullerton was jammed packed with opportunities
including a fabulous line-up of well-prepared speakers.
We kicked off the fun on Friday night with an art
exhibit. Our editors enjoyed seeing our illustrator’s art
and chatting one-on-one with the creators.

• Yolanda LeRoy Scott – Editorial Director at
Charlesbridge
• Kira Lynn – Publisher at Kane/Miller Book
Publishers

Our Saturday program included pitch sessions with
the editors and agents, two First Pages Panels (one of
the manuscripts was requested by an agent and also
by an editor, all based upon the reading in the First
Pages Session! Needless to say the author is thrilled).
The day also included Editor’s Picks (each editor and
agent picked one manuscript out of the group that
they critiqued and the author had the opportunity to
meet with the speaker to discuss their work). The day
included a beautiful portfolio display and we topped
the opportunities off with a random drawing to lunch
with an editor or agent.

• Alexandra Penfold – Editor at Paula Wiseman
Books/Simon & Schuster
• Jeffrey Salane – Senior Editor at Cartwheel
Books and Scholastic Press
Our agent panelists were:
• Sara Sciuto – Literary Agent from Full Circle
Literary
• Taylor Martindale –
Literary Agent from Full
Circle Literary
Our guest authors were:
• Chelsea Quinn Yarbro –
Horror Author and Living
Legend, International Horror
Guild (2006)
• Marilyn Donahue – Middle
Grade Author

(top left) Editors Day speakers
(above) Editors day attendees inside the
Titan Theater

• Dr. Mike Mahin – Picture
Book Author/Professor and
Pitch Guru

(left) Editor Kira Lynn and senior editor
Jeffrey Salane

• Candace Ryan – Picture
Book Author
(continued next page)
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Chelsea Quinn Yarbro spoke about some of the
things she has learned during her forty plus years as
a successful author of horror novels. Everyone was
surprised and encouraged when she admitted that one
of her manuscripts had taken twenty-years to sell!
Candace Ryan spoke about her process as a picture
book author, and middle grade author, Marilyn Cram
Donohue, explained the importance of setting.
Once again the Pitch Sessions were a huge hit.
Everyone enjoyed the opportunity to chat one-on-one
with an editor or agent. Author Dr. Michael Mahin gave
an informative pep talk to get our attendees ready for
their session and we understand that several people
were asked to send their manuscripts!

(above) Editors Day contest winners
(below) Editors Day cake

There was even a sweet surprise for everyone to share.
Q, Lori and Bev managed to sneak in a huge sheet cake
to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the picture book,
I LoveYou All Day Long, HarperCollins, written by me
and illustrated in jelly bean colors by the very talented
Priscilla Burris. At the break one and all shared in
the celebration. The naming of our Win and You’re In
contest winners rounded out the day. We are pleased to
announce the winners of the manuscript contest:

Picks (meet one-on-one), two First Pages Panels and
Dish & Dessert (where each attendee will have the
opportunity to meet all four agents in an informal,
small group Q & A session). Registration opened in
November.

YA – 1st place Lisa Marnell
YA – Honorable Mention: Charles Payne
MG – 1st place Julia Brett Hill
MG – Honorable Mention: Justin McFarr

Save The Date for: Spring Writer’s Retreat, May 3 -5,
2012 at the South Coast Winery Resort and Spa in
Temecula; and Editor’s Day, October 5, 2013 at Cal
State Fullerton. We’ll keep you posted on the details.
You are all invited to come out and join a schmooze or
a critique group. For details go to www.scbwi.org and
click on the OC and Inland Valley Chapter.

PB – 1st place Jeanine Manfro
PB – Honorable Mention: Lois Easter Sepahban
Winner of the Portfolio Contest: Erin Shea
Now we are hard at work preparing our events for
2013. Be sure to mark these dates on your calendar:

From our hearts to yours, have a happy holiday season!

Join us for Agent’s Day, March 16 , 2013 at the
Newport Sea base in Newport Beach. Agent’s Day
will include some additional opportunities like
Manuscript Critiques, Dummy Book Critiques, Agent’s
th

Kite Tales
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Central-Coastal Regional News
from Mary Ann Fraser
MaryAFrase@aol.com

WHAT IS A
SKETCHCRAWL?
by Mary Ann Fraser

a lot more fun when shared with others. At the end of
the day or sometimes at various stops along the way
participants regroup to discuss their efforts. Sometimes
several groups work simultaneously from different
locales and then gather via the internet to share the
results, and now many SCBWI regions have adapted
SketchCrawls as a way to build community amongst
their members.

(left) SketchCrawl participants. (right) YukiYoshino
sketching on StearnsWharf. Photos by Gwen Dandridge.

A

As illustrators and writers, many of us began our
creative lives drawing from life, learning how to
observe the details and subtleties of the world so that
we could better capture it on paper or in pixels. But as
the demands of our craft have grown, most of us have
probably spent the majority of our time entrenched in
our studios or staring glassy-eyed at a monitor. There
in our tidy workspaces—or maybe not so tidy— we
work from reference materials plucked from our scrap
files or the internet. Day in and day out, we strive to
develop characters, layout pages, or document our
research, and all in isolation.

Like anything that is worthwhile, SketchCrawls come
with challenges—unpredictable weather, subjects
that shift position or leave altogether, innumerable
distractions. But in a way, that is what makes the
experience so invaluable. It forces the artist to capture
the fleeting moment and to make quick choices that
document the essence of the subject. In the end, the
process can be incredibly reenergizing.
How do you plan a SketchCrawl? First pick a location
that will offer many points of interest, including
interesting architecture, people, possibly animals (zoos
are very popular) and a place to gather to share work
at the conclusion or even along the way. It also doesn’t
hurt to have convenient parking, a place to nab a coffee
and then, of course, you’ll need access to rest rooms.
Encourage people to bring cameras, hats, sunscreen,
and a variety of sketching and writing materials that can
be toted from place to place. The event can be formal,
scheduled well in advance, or arranged amongst friends
at the drop of a pencil.

As a way of getting back to those earlier creative roots,
several members of our region recently met at Stearns
Wharf in Santa Barbara for our first ever SketchCrawl.
What is a SketchCrawl? From what I can tell, it was
originally inspired by something referred to as pubcrawling in which several individuals migrate from pub
to pub in the course of an evening imbibing until they
can imbibe no more. Artists adapted the idea, moving
from place to place over the course of several hours or
a day to observe, draw, journal, and paint directly from
life. The concept caught on locally, but quickly spread
and now is a worldwide phenomenon.

Simply put, a SketchCrawl is an opportunity to
re-inform our creative selves while enjoying the
camaraderie of others vested in the same interests. Give
one a try.Your work will thank you and you’ll have the
chance to meet others who share your passion.

In the beginning, SketchCrawls often involved only
individuals, but soon people realized the activity was
Kite Tales
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Common Core State Standards

O

Education Reform and What it Means for
Writers and Illustrators
by Darcy Pattison

3) Increased Complexity of Tests
K-12 reading emphasizes text complexity as the
most important factor in developing skilled readers.
Increasing complexity forces students to respond and
think to complex ideas that they will need in college
and in careers. Leveled readers are discouraged and
instead, students are asked to interact with the text
and figure out exactly what it says and means. Or,
what it doesn’t say and doesn’t mean. An August,
2012 Supplement to Appendix A gives the required
reading levels in terms of six different measures of
reading levels including ATOS/AR, Lexile, DRP,
Flesch-Kincaid, Reading Maturity, and SourceRater.
(See http://www.corestandards.org/assets/E0813_
Appendix_A_New_Research_on_Text_Complexity.
pdf ) The original standards gave preference to the
Lexile score and you will still hear many educators
requiring that measure; you should direct them to this
supplement.

Ours is a business of ideas: unique, fresh, high-concept,
sweet, outstanding. Without a great idea, your story
has little chance of flying in “today’s crowded market.”
One new source of ideas is the curriculum that is
taking shape around the Common Core State Standards
(corestandards.org). In the past two years, education
reform has swept across the nation as many states
adopted these new standards, and many are beginning
implementation this year. Replacing No Child Left
Behind, the CCSS will be the face of education for the
next decade.
The basic idea of the Common Core State Standards
(CCSS) is that all states share a common goal of a high
school graduate who is college and career ready. For
our purposes, a couple changes to general education
standards are important.
1) Increase in Nonfiction Texts
Currently, students in elementary school read 70-80%
fiction and 20-30% nonfiction. This changes to 50%
fiction and 50% nonfiction for 4th grade, 45% fiction
and 55% nonfiction by 8th grade and 30% fiction and
70% nonfiction by 12th grade. This shift will prepare
students to be able to deal with real world data in the
work force. The percentages apply to ALL books read
at a grade level, not just those read in the reading or
English language arts class.

Also, you will hear strict interpretation of these reading
levels; some educators misunderstand the standards
to say that only a certain range of Lexiles is allowed at
each grade level. Direct them to Appendix A for a more
complete understanding. Or download the Text Tool
at CommonCoreStandards.com for a one-page, at-aglance look at all the standards at once.
4) Focus on Text-Based Questions
CCSS places little faith in personal opinions,
experiences or connections with a text. Instead,
questions should focus on what the text actually says or
doesn’t say. Especially important is the ability to cite
portions of a text to support an answer. Can students
find the important information in the text?

2) Content Area Literacy
Grades 6-12 have additional standards directed toward
the subject areas science, history/social studies, and
technical subjects. They must directly deal with texts,
including primary sources. For example, they may
read speeches by presidents, not just read about their
presidency; they may read scientific papers and not just
read about the scope and effects of research.
Kite Tales
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5) Focus on Writing Arguments
The primary focus in writing is on forming arguments
and supporting them with text-based evidence as
opposed to creative writing, personal stories, and
memoirs. Students write mostly to explain, to inform
or to argue. It’s a subtle difference, but students don’t
write for the purpose of persuading; instead, they
should present facts and text-based evidence to support
an argument. Notice that they never write to entertain.
Humor? Totally absent.

BOOK TALK ONLINE
Book Talk is a monthly book discussion group
taking place on the Central-Coastal California
SCBWI listserv. Discussions begin on the first
of each month, facilitated by Lynn Becker
(lynnb@mac.com). Readers may join in anytime
during the month with comments or questions
about the featured book. Book Talk is open to all
members of the Southern California SCBWI who
are signed up for the regional listserv.

6) Academic Vocabulary
For vocabulary, the shift is to focus on academic
vocabulary. This vocabulary crosses content areas and is
found over and over in nonfiction and fiction, including
vocabulary seen on SAT tests.

To become a member of the listserv, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/groups/SCBWI-CCal/

Wonderful, powerful, historical fiction.

Also see the International Reading Association’s
Literacy Implementation Guidance white paper:
http://www.reading.org/general/AboutIRA/whitepapers/ela-common-core-standards.aspx

JANUARY
Favorite books of 2012

Children’s book author and writing teacher Darcy Pattison
blogs at DarcyPattison.com and CommonCoreStandards.com.

DECEMBER
Between Shades of Gray, by Ruta Septys

I’ll tell you mine, you tell me yours!
FEBRUARY
Three Times Lucky, by Sheila Turnage
Heartfelt, funny, and mysterious, with plenty of
well-drawn Southern characters.

Writing Connections

MARCH
Code NameVerity, by Elizabeth Wein

Writing Connections Disclaimer:
KITE TALES accepts members’ ads for writing and
illustrating businesses and activities.
An ad in Kite Tales does not imply endorsement
by SCBWI, and members are reminded to
request additional information from advertisers. We
retain the right to refuse and to suspend ads.

Two accomplished women are best friends and
spies in this fascinating WWII adventure.

Kite Tales
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Writers’ Day CenCal Writing
Contest Winners
All judges were from outside of our region. Each
manuscript was assigned a number, so the judges
did not know names of those who submitted. The
contest was open to published and not-yet-published
writers, and the results reflect this mix. Works are
judged on their own merit and not on the experience
or reputation of the author. The designations Most
Promising and Special Mention mean that the
manuscripts stood out enough to capture attention of
the judges and are works-in-progress.

2012 SCBWI CenCal Writers’ Day

Picture Book
          Most Promising: The Cave, by Lynn Becker
          Special Mention: Off With This Hair!, by Tricia
Candemeres
          Special Mention: NoYetiYet, by Mary Ann Fraser
          Special Mention: Criss Cross, by Karen Jameson

LeeWardlaw was honored with the SCBWI Crystal Kite
Award for the California-Hawaii Division forWON TON
– A CAT TALE TOLD IN HAIKU, illustrated by Eugene
Yelchin at the 27th Annual SCBWI CenCalWriters’ Day.

Chapter Book – No winners
Middle Grade
          Most Promising: Gathering Dust, by Rebecca
Langston-George
          Special Mention: Prince of Fire, by Meredith
Glickman
          Special Mention: Hide and Seek, by Lisa Marnell
Young Adult
          Most Promising: One Hell of a Year, by W. Colin
McKay
          Special Mention: Cremains, by Mary Ann Fraser

Spotlight Presenters at the SCBWI CenCalWriters’ Day
featured James Mihaley, Robin Mellom,Tina Nichols
Coury and Carol Tanzman

(from left) Tricia Candemeres, Mary Ann Fraser, Lynn
Becker, Karen Jameson, Meredith Glickman, and Rebecca
Langston-George. Not pictured,W. Colin Mc Kay.
Photo by Joan Bransfield Graham.
Kite Tales
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FEATURED ILLUSTRATOR
Tricia Candameres

Central-Coastal SCBWI

Save the Dates

For registration information, go to

http://www.scbwicencal.org/events.shtml

Tricia Candemeres grew
up in New York City where
she studied at the School
of Visual Arts, the Fashion
Institute of Technology, and
The Art Students League.
She started her career as a
broadcast designer for HBO
and Cinemax. Last summer,
Tricia, her husband, and two kids packed up their lives
and headed west to Thousand Oaks, California, where
she is happily illustrating her first children’s book!

January 18-20, 2013
Retreat
A Focus on Plot and Revision
with Martha Alderson, The Plot
Whisperer
Santa Barbara
February 9, 2013
Workshop
Grabbing Your Reader from the First
Line with Literary Agent: TBA
San Luis Obispo
March 9, 2013
Workshop
Irresistible: Creating Series Characters
with Charisma
with Betty Birney
Westlake Village
March 9, 2013
Critiquenic
Westlake Village
April 6, 2013
Workshop
Taming the Social Media Dragon
with Greg Pincus
Santa Barbara
June 2, 2013
SketchCrawl
Santa Barbara

Kite Tales
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Go to www.scbwisocal.org/calendar.htm
for information on regional events.

SCBWI EVENT Calendar – Save These Dates!
MONTH

DATE

DAY

TYPE

REGION

DESCRIPTION

JANUARY

18-20

Fri-Sun

EVENT

CC

Retreat: Perfect Your Plot by Martha
Alderson, the Plot Whisperer

31

Thu

DEADLINE

ALL REGIONS

Crystal Kite Award Deadline

1-3

Fri-Sun

EVENT

INT’L

SCBWI International Annual Winter
Conference in New York

1-28

All month DEADLINE

ALL REGIONS

Crystal Kite Round 1 Voting

9

Sat

EVENT

CC

Workshop – Grabbing your Reader from the
First Line with Literary Agent TBA

4-15

2 weeks

DEADLINE

ALL REGIONS

Crystal Kite Round 2 Voting

9-10

Sat-Sun

EVENT

L.A.

Writer’s Days

9

Sat

EVENT

CC

Workshop – Irresistible: Creating Series
Characters with Charisma with Betty Birney

9

Sat

EVENT

CC

Critiquenic

6

Sat

EVENT

CC

Workshop – Taming the Social Media
Dragon with Greg Pincus

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

Writing Connections

www.secondsetofeyes.com

Critique Connections Online FREE
Longing for a critique group? Why not join Critique Connections Online? It’s open to SCBWI
members who reside in the Tri-Regions of Southern California. Critique Connections Online is not
an online critique group or a manuscript exchange; it is a way to link up with like-minded people to
allow you the possibility of creating your own critique group. Best of all, it’s free!
E-mail your request to critiqueconnect@yahoo.com. Questions can be addressed to the same e-mail.
Once you’ve joined the Yahoo! Group, you will be asked to provide information about yourself for a
database and for an introductory e-mail. Others in the group can then connect directly with you and
you with them.

Kite Tales
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SCBWI-L.A. ILLUSTRATOR’S DAY

Some Assembly Required
by Joan Charles
Photos by Rita Crayon Huang

Traditionally, if you chose a career as a children’s
illustrator you had a clear path to follow: develop and
polish your style, submit your work to publishers,
then settle into a lifetime of illustrating picture books,
educational texts, and magazines. Those days are gone.
Publisher mergers have reduced the number of picture
books being produced, magazines have practically
disappeared, and spending cuts have decimated the
education market.

(right) Dan Krall,“Look,
No Hands (or How I made
a career in illustration
without ever learning to
draw hands)” at SCBWI-LA
Illustrator’s Day 2012.

How can an illustrator survive? Although traditional
publishing avenues may have narrowed, there are
still an array of venues for freelancers, from apps and
eBooks to galleries to animation and beyond. More
than ever, carving out a sustainable career means
developing multiple arenas to showcase your art.

(below) Mark Fearing
signs his books.

Animator and art director Dan Krall has made a
successful transition to writer and illustrator of
children’s books. Dan’s work includes Absolutely Beastly
Children, Oh Nuts, Skeleton Cat, and Being a Pig is Nice.
He took time from his busy schedule to talk about his
career and to share the following advice that he says,
“could have saved him ten years”:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Don’t try to second-guess what people want to see.
Create a niche for yourself.
Be Nice. Hit Deadlines.
Always have at least five irons in the fire.
Branch out as soon as possible. The more ways you
can make a living, the better.

(continued next page)
(above) Ben Zhu shares about
what it takes to show work at
Gallery Nucleus.
(left) Merideth Harte, talks
about “Children’s Book
Making: A Primer.”

Mary Peterson, Ken
Min, and Super
Jane Smith.
Kite Tales
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Ben Zhu opened Gallery Nucleus in Alhambra in 2004
with a dual mission: to introduce illustrators to a broader
audience and to connect the general public to the art
world. Ben’s goal is to help illustrators build their own
brands and create their own licensing businesses.
Peter H. Reynolds,“Make
Your Mark and See Where It
Takes You.”

Merideth Harte, Art Director at Sterling Publishing,
took us through the process of making a book, from
acquisition to publication. Once a manuscript is
acquired, the hunt for an illustrator begins. Merideth
searches illustrator websites, portfolios, SCBWI online,
and agents’ websites. When the illustrator is selected,
the design team goes into action, approving the type
and finalizing the design. The illustrator submits several
rounds of sketches and once they’re approved, moves on
to the final art. The entire process, from acquisition to
finished book, takes 12-18 months.
The old saying: “Follow your passion and success will
follow,” can truly be applied to illustrator Carrie Gifford.
Carrie and her husband took Red Cap Cards from a small
operation in their living room to a thriving greeting card
company. When agent Steven Malk saw one of her cards,
he was so impressed with her work that he signed her on
as a client. Carrie illustrated the “School of Fear” series
and Barry B.Wary.
Chrystal Falcioni, founder of Magnet Reps, gave advice
about what to look for in an agent or art rep. Chrystal
believes your agent should be both manager and
publicist. As a manager, she should help you to edit your
work, make goals, focus, work on promotion and refocus. As your publicist, her role is to guide you, help
you, and sell your art, which all helps you maximize time
to make your art.
Illustrator and writer Mark Fearing saw the brave new
world of apps and eBooks as a chance to market his
work to a worldwide audience. Along with programmer
Joe Toscano, Mark developed “Cave Bear and Duck”,
an interactive, read-along comic book as a free app for
the iPad. Mark and Joe shared their journey and gave
technical advice to those who are considering creating
applications for tablets.
Kite Tales

Chrystal Falcioni of Magnet Reps.

Winners of the SCBWI-LA Illustrator’s Day 2012 portfolio
and illustration contests. (L to R) ID contest: 3rd place- Megan
Hartfelder, People’s Choice portfolio winner- Mary Lundquist,
ID contest: 1st place- Ashlyn Anstee, ID contest: 2nd place- Kent
Culotta, Judge’s Choice portfolio winner- Andrea Offermann,
Judge’s Choice portfolio winner- KeikaYamaguchi

Award-winning author, illustrator, publisher and
bookstore owner Peter H. Reynolds knows first hand
what it is to juggle life, work, and multiple career
paths. He ended Illustrator’s Day on an inspiring note
by urging us to remember that making time to dream
is really important. Even in the midst of the busiest of
days, we should step back and remember that first and
foremost we are storytellers. Our job is to inspire and
educate the children for whom we create our stories.
Joan Charles is an illustrator and graphic designer. She is
the illustrator of the The Ice Castle, the latest in a series of
middle grade novels published by Scarletta Press.
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SCBWI-L.A. WORKING Writer’S RETREAT

If it’s Work, Is it Supposed to be Fun?
A First Look at SCBWI-L.A.’s
Working Writer’s Retreat 2012
by E.J. Zain

I

I came in on a lone horse to the SCBWI Working
Writer’s Retreat from Austin, Texas with preprinted
copies of my WIP in my rucksack. “Oh, you’re the girl
from Texas,” the registration coordinator said upon
meeting me. I dismounted, tied up my trusty horse
and walked in to the retreat center overcome with
the certainty that I’d be in capable hands all weekend.
It was a no-brainer. I needed help on my young adult
novel and I had missed my friends and relatives that
I’d left behind when I’d moved to Texas from L.A..
One of those friends I had was Nutschell Windsor, of
the Children’s Book Writer’s of L.A. meet-up group,
whom I’d stayed in contact with over the course of a
year. She had described how much the retreat helped
her get that insider feedback to make her middle grade
fantasy novel better. I lucked out in getting her as my
roommate and we bonded over helping each other with
our work and discussing the flavor profile of green
plots. It felt like I was in college again, staying up late
collaborating and meeting deadlines.

Critique, Revise, Repeat: wasn’t that what we came
here for? Were we a bunch of literary masochists
getting together to polish and revise our babies, just to
lead them to slaughter? I’d be lying if I didn’t think this
at some point.

Assistant Editor Heather Alexander, Agents Jennifer Rofé,
Abigail Samoun and Jill Corcoran share a fun moment.

Trepidation and excitement filled me at the first
critique session heralded by Jill Corcoran. Jill is a
straight-to-the-point literary agent and well versed in
the marketability of a book. Julia C., a member of the
“Bestsellers Group,” read the first chapter of her YA
WIP and awaited feedback with baited breath.

Jill continued on to Annie W.’s piece, explaining how
important research is before finishing an entire book
about zombies, vampires or angels. Every writer comes
to odds with such a statement. The question being, do
we throw caution to the wind and write what we are
passionate about or do we study competing titles and
avoid following trends? How do we as writers endeared
to a certain genre put our own signature on it? I agreed
to some extent; there has to be a happy medium if you
want to see your work published.

“Not everyone can write a book,” Jill said, “I know,
because I tried.” My group mates and I cringed, looking
at each other with uncertain eyes. This wasn’t going to
be my warm fuzzy critique group from back home. The
Working Writer’s Retreat was the real deal. We knew
what she meant. Writing for publication is a serious
business that takes a lot of work.

(continued next page)
Kite Tales
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Next we met with Abigail Samoun of Red Fox Literary
Agency. Abigail began her career as an editor and
moved to agenting a few years ago. She brought her
infant son and husband to the retreat and managed to
lead her critique sessions in between feedings. Abigail
helped me eliminate some repetition in my work and
told me that I was on the right track with it being very
relevant to today’s kids.

co-editors of Writer’s Ink, a dynamic duo of writing
talent who proved to have their fingers clamped onto
the pulse of today’s children’s writing. Judy pointed
out that my middle grade work, after reading it aloud
for the first time, was more of a YA novel than MG.
Steph illustrated for our entire group how to decide
what your strongest voice is. I learned mine was YA and
decided to stay focused on this genre.
There were many voices still to be heard outside of
writing though. Loud karaoke voices filled the last
night’s agenda and those in attendance had a wonderful
time singing their hearts out. It seemed appropriate
for our venue, aptly named Holy Spirit Retreat Center,
I thought, and receded into the audience before my
group mates could pull me back for another chorus.

AnnieW.,
Jennifer P., E.J.
Zain and Julia
C. the best group
around and still
keeping in
touch.

On the last day, all 40 attendants had up to three
minutes to pitch their first pages, including our hosts,
SCBWI L.A.’s regional advisers Lee Wind and Sarah
Laurenson. With all the work they’d put into the
retreat it was a gracious reminder that they are just like
us, making writing a priority amidst hectic schedules
and day jobs.

Heather Alexander, Assistant Editor at Dial Books for
Young Readers, gave valuable commentary too. Based
on my character’s family life, she recommended that
I have at least one adult at home, be it a nosy aunt or
another relative and we all walked away with a better
understanding from an editor and bookseller’s point
of view. Jennifer P. had a very funny MG novel that
garnered a lot of laughs, making us ask, “and why aren’t
you querying this yet?” Thinking at first how natural her
comedic timing was, I quickly learned that Jenn P. had
been writing this work since the last writer’s retreat.
Next up were Judy Enderle and Steph Gordon, the

On that note, this working writer intends to come
again next year.
E.J. Zain is a member of SCBWI and
has published an alternative newsweekly
column, creative non-fiction and
non-fiction under pseudonyms. She is
currently breaking in wild mustangs on
her ranch in Southwest Austin.

Got a New Book Coming Out?
Tell your publisher’s publicity person which state awards it’s eligible for. Go to the Central Los Angeles Public
Library downtown, to the Children’s Literature department. Ask the librarian to help you pull up “Awards & Prizes from
the Children’s Book Council.” The Library will maintain the subscription only if it’s used. It’s the only resource of its kind!
To look up each state award individually, you would have to know the name of the award or sponsoring agency.

Kite Tales
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Interview with Francesca Lia Block
Photo: Nicolas Sage

by Beth Navarro

BN: Weetzie Bat was groundbreaking. I was
twenty-four when I picked it up at the
bookstore I was working at and I had never
read anything like it. It is what drove me to
write. It gave me permission to write anything.
The possibilities were limitless. The voice was so
unique and true. Can you talk a bit about Voice?
FLB: It’s one of those things we writers hear all the
time. “You must have a unique voice.” What does that
really mean to you? I think voice is one of the most
important things because almost anything else (show
don’t tell, add conflict, develop character, create arc,
avoid clichés etc.) can be easily fixed. Voice is integral
to the whole piece and if it’s off it’s a harder fix. That
said, voice can be found if you don’t try to imitate
anyone else and write from the heart. Also, it helps to
know your characters and especially the tone that you
want to convey before you begin but this isn’t essential
to creating a voice that works. I write character-based
work and I prefer a first person voice or very close third
that reflects the main character but a more omniscient
third doesn’t depend on character in the same way.

Author Francesca Lia Block

T

This summer I had the honor of interviewing the
amazing Francesca Lia Block, author of young adult
and adult books, writer of short stories and poetry and
all around magical human being. She is renowned for
her cutting-edge novels, particularly her Weetzie Bat
series. She wrote her first novel, Weetzie Bat, published
in 1989, while still in college. The prequel, Pink Smog,
in which we find out how Weetzie became Weetzie, is
in bookstores now along with her new adult novel, The
Elementals.

BN: Did you always know you were a writer?
FLB: I love how you say “were a writer” rather than
“wanted to be a writer.” So many of my friends,
colleagues and students knew this as their identity since
they were very young, or felt it but didn’t have enough
encouragement from the outside to really believe it. I
always knew and was lucky to have the support from
my family. However, there are successful writers who
don’t grow up with this writer-sense of themselves and
discover it later.

Francesca Lia Block’s contemporary gritty fairy
tales are a major influence on my own writing. She
makes me see L.A. as the magical place it can be with
glittering, grimy sidewalks and a stunning painting in
the smog-infused sky. And she taught me a valuable
lesson that I keep posted over my desk: Don’t forget
the magic. Magic is in everything.
Kite Tales

BN: What drove and inspired you to write
Weetzie Bat? (Was there a real My Secret Agent
Lover Man??)
(continued next page)
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FLB: I was away from L.A. at UC
Berkeley and my dad had cancer. I
was very nostalgic for L.A. and my
friends and wanted to tell myself
a story as comfort. Weetzie was a
character I made up in high school
and I became more like her as I
grew older. She was an alter ego
in a way. There was a real Dirk
and I met a real Duck after I wrote
him. Still looking for MSALM (My
Secret Agent Lover Man).

BN: What kind of prep
work do you do for your
characters? Polyvore?
FLB: Ha! You’ve seen my collages.
Lately those have been coming
after but I will probably do more
of that in the future. It helps me to
know what a character is wearing.
I mostly base my characters on
people in my life, parts of my
psyche and archetypes from myths
and fairy tales.

BN: What is the most
important piece of advice
you would give to someone
writing a book right now?
FLB: Write because you love to write and/or because
you need to write, work hard, find support and don’t
give up. That’s more than one thing but I think you
need all of them. I guess the most important is to
write because you love it or need to do it because it
is a long, lonely process and there are no guarantees
so the process has to be more important than the
product. That said, you may not always be happy
writing.You may get frustrated. But if there is that
tingling feeling in your solar plexus that tells you you
have to do it then you are halfway there, as long as you
commit to it.

BN: What inspires you?
FLB: My children, music, visual
art, fashion, film, fairy tales, myths,
my facebook friends, love.
BN: For me there is a theme I am always
coming back to when I write. Is there a theme
or question that you always seem to want to
explore? If so, what is it?
FLB: It changes to reflect what I’m going through in
my life, but love and creativity always seem to crop
up. Usually they are seen as healing forces but love can
be destructive in my work. Even the imagination can
be destructive if it over takes reality. In my new book
Love in the Time of GlobalWarming from Holt there is a
theme of action vs. passivity, which is unusual for me
but reflects something I was going through in my life
where I had to be a bit of a warrior. Love and creativity
are also forces in that book but in a slightly different
way than usual.

BN: What is your creative process?
FLB: I work a lot but not on a certain schedule. I work
out almost every day, which really helps me find the
flow. I don’t write new material every day but I do work
on something daily, whether it is a re-write, promotion,
etc. Usually I write a proposal and if approved by my
editor I write a first draft quickly, get feedback and then
do an extensive re-write. Sometimes I have an idea that
I have to write no matter what so I just write it and then
try to sell it, like The Elementals, my adult book with St.
Martin’s that came out in October.
Kite Tales

BN: Who are your writing influences?
FLB: Poets like H.D., Emily Dickinson, Sylvia Plath
and Anne Sexton; Latin American magical realists like
Gabriel Garcia Marquez; Angela Carter, Ovid, Homer,
Virgil.
(continued next page)
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BN: What is it about magical realism that you
love?
FLB: The blending of the two elements. I prefer
magical realism to fantasy because I am interested in
the darkness and grittiness of the world. And I want
some surrealism or magic in the books I read and write
because that is part of life as I see it and keeps things
interesting.

AND THE HUNTSMAN, THE AENEID, summer, my
metallic rose and black Air Jordan’s, white skinny jeans,
peach parfait lipstick from Revlon, kale, Sia, Obama
winning the election, the power of social media to
change the world, dancing in the living room with my
ten-year-old son.   
BN: Do you have a writing exercise you
particularly love?
FLB: I like to have my students write a scene showing a
traumatic event from their main character’s childhood.
It is amazing what happens to their book after they do
this.

BN: Pink Smog goes back to Weetzie before she
becomes the Weetzie we first met. Did you
already know this story as part of your prep
work when you wrote Weetzie Bat? What did
you discover about Weetzie that you didn’t
know before?
FLB: I hadn’t thought about it that much when I wrote
the first book. I didn’t know she was so much like
me! And that she was so sad. Her sadness is not that
apparent in Weetzie Bat because she’s learned how to see
the magic in life but she wasn’t always that way.

BN: Are there any other writing tips you’d like
to share?
FLB: Write. Read. Find a supportive group and/or
mentor. Work hard. Don’t give up. Write a first draft
with a clear beginning, middle and end before you get
too picky and start editing it. Write from your heart
and write for someone you love.

BN: I’ve heard you say to write what you are
obsessed with. What are you obsessed with at
the moment?
FLB: I love this question. Hmmm... my kids, yoga,
fairies, a certain shade of pale pink, PJ Harvey, my
home, books, fairy tales, myths, fashion, shoes, Polyvore,
vegan food, love. Today especially: SNOW WHITE

Check out more about Francesca on her website: www.
francescaliablock.com
Beth Navarro is a writer and co-editor of Kite Tales. www.
bethnavarro.com

Writing Connections

Kite Tales
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On Queries
by Michael Bourret

B

Believe it or not, I probably hate
queries almost as much as you do, but
not for the reasons you’re thinking. I
actually love getting them still. Every
day I know there might be an email
from a future client in my inbox. Even
after 12 years in the business, it’s still
the thrill of the hunt that gets me
excited to go to work every day.

easy way out, because writing a good
novel is hard work. So before you
even think about approaching agents,
make sure your book is the absolute
best it can be. Put the time into your
writing that you deserve, and make it
the best book you possibly can. Only
then should you think about writing
a query. Remember: crafting a great
pitch for a terrible book isn’t going to
get you anywhere.

Agent Michael Bourret
So why do I hate queries? I hate
what queries, or rather what writing
a query, can do to a seemingly
Let’s say you’ve worked like a dog for
otherwise rational, intelligent, savvy author. I’ve been
years on your book, and it’s the best you can possibly
in workshops where authors have cried in frustration
make it. It’s time to start the darn query. This is where I
over their queries. And, I’ve spent years watching
give you some solid, practical, fairly obvious advice:
agents teach authors how to write them, emphasizing
form over content time after time: address the
Proofread your query. More than once.
1.
agent correctly, format correctly, follow submission
Typos are an indication that you’re not paying
guidelines, etc.
enough attention and taking your time. Make
sure to proof the general content, but then
Agents focus on the mechanics with good reason: what
make sure to also proof the subject line of the
it takes to craft the perfect query isn’t a formula. We
email (which often isn’t spell checked by your
can’t actually teach you how to do it. Sure, we can
computer), any additions to the standard text,
tell you easily avoided mistakes and can help you not
and the agent and agency’s names.
become an automatic no (see below), but I’m pretty
sure most writers would figure those things out on
Do your research. The biggest problem
2.
their own.
for capable writers is not usually in small
mistakes, but in not doing enough research
But first things first. I like to say that the first step to
on the right agents for their work. One of
writing a great query is writing an even better book.
the main reasons that agents say no is that the
I find that all too often authors get hung up on the
query is for a genre or category that the agent
query and forget all about the novel it’s selling. It’s a
doesn’t handle. Know who you’re querying
convenient thing to obsess about. It’s much easier to
and why.
write hundreds of drafts of a query than it is to write
even two or three drafts of a novel. And it’s much easier
Personalize. If you’re querying an agent
3.
for publishing professionals to teach classes and write
because they rep your favorite author, say
blog posts about queries than it is to explain voice,
(continued next page)
pacing, or narrative structure. We all like to take the
Kite Tales
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daring. In each case, the query matched the personality
of the writer and the tone of his or her work. I was
never surprised to find that the novel didn’t match the
character of the query. Some authors focused on plot,
others on character, still others on style, and some
even put the focus on themselves. Each knew their
work well enough to tell me the things that would grab
my attention. They all looked, read, and hooked me
differently. One size most certainly does not fit all.

so. If that author is also your best friend, say
so. Let the agent know why you’re choosing
them and not someone else.
4.

Keep it brief. With the advent of the email
query, people forget that these used to be
one-page letters. Try to stick to something
that would fit on a letter-sized sheet of paper,
accounting for headings and such, at 12-pt
font. Concision is your friend.

5.

Proofread one more time. Obvious
mistakes are a bit of a turn off.

And that, dear author, is what you bring to the query:
you. Rid yourself of the anxiety and fear and instead
focus on telling us what your book is about in the best
way you know how. That’s all we can ask.

But what should your query say, exactly? Should it be
funny and clever? Or professional and straightforward?
Should it match the tone of your work? Should it be
mostly summary, or should you write about yourself?
Honestly, I don’t know! The queries that have made
me request manuscripts have run the gamut from
polite and professional, to laugh-out-loud funny and

Michael Bourret isVP & Literary Agent at Dystel and
Goderich Literary Management. He lives and works in Los
Angeles. He can be reached at mbourret@dystel.com

http://inkygirl.com
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Journey to the SCBWI
Summer Conference
by Maple Lam

headed over to the first table and started admiring
the work, and I only got to “G” when the announcer
asked everyone to gather at the center of the room to
announce the winners. The amazing Juana Martinez
Neal won the Portfolio Showcase award. I could not
wait to rush over to check out her portfolio to get
inspiration. But the announcer continued on with
another award: the SCBWI Illustrator Mentorship.

A

I was among the five winners!

A year prior to attending my first SCBWI Summer
Conference, I started conceptualizing how to prepare
my portfolio. I had tons of illustrations – ideas,
doodles, daily sketches, final drawings... But when it
came to a professional portfolio, pulling random pieces
together didn’t feel right. My path to developing a
portfolio included taking night classes at the Pasadena
Art Center College of Design. I took three night
courses I felt most relevant to my needs: Children’s
Book Illustration, taught by Mark Todd, and the study
of Color and Composition (two courses), taught
by Robert Pastrana. At least half of the portfolio I
eventually showcased at the conference was created at
the Children’s Book Illustration class and a few of them
I tweaked from knowledge I later learned in the Color
and Composition class.

All five of us walked up to the table, where our
portfolios were now on display. Many attendees walked
up to congratulate us warmly. In the midst of all the
congratulating, one of the mentors walked behind us
and whispered, “Big congratulations! Meet us outside in
half an hour.”
As the portfolio showcase came to an end, the five of us
(Brian Won, Lisa Anchin, Jen Betton, Karyn Raz, me)
walked towards a circular glass table, where the five
mentors stood.
“Your portfolios have been selected because we see
great potentials in them, and they require a little extra
push to get to the next level. We hope our experience
can guide you in the right direction. Meet us tomorrow
by the pool at seven a.m., and we will examine your
portfolios individually and give you personal advice.
Bring your portfolio. Bring a pen and notebook. Bring
a jacket. At the end of the day tomorrow, we will again
meet up, and you can ask us any questions you have in
mind. Again, congratulations!”

I put together 12 pieces I felt were the strongest, along
with two dummies. On the first day of the conference,
I had my portfolio review with Laura Rille, Associate
Art Director at Simon & Schuster. Laura was very kind
and helpful, and pointed out my strengths and areas for
potential improvements, such as re-defining the black
outlines to capture the energy of my characters.

It felt as if I was suddenly a participant of a reality TV
show (in an ecstatic way). We met up the next day early
(continued next page)

Saturday night was the portfolio showcase. Lines of
tables with portfolios sat neatly in alphabetical order. I
Kite Tales
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in the morning. Each of the mentors sat by a table. Each
of the mentees had about twelve minutes of a oneto-one session with a mentor. When the time was up,
the mentee walked over to the next table. What a rare
and amazing opportunity to receive advice from the
industry experts! Our mentors included: Cecilia Yung
(Art Director and Vice President of Penguin Young
Readers), David Diaz (Award Winning Illustrator),
Laura Godwin (Vice President and Publisher at
Henry Holt Books for Young Readers), Pat Cummings
(Illustrator, Writer and Instructor at Parsons School of
Design), and Priscilla Burris (Illustrator Coordinator,
US).

and assigned monthly homework to ourselves for
challenges.
All the winning mentees of the program since 2009
will meet up with David Diaz in November for a
weekend, where we will exchange ideas and spend
time illustrating.
I feel extremely honored to have the opportunity to
know all these extraordinary talents and I will put in
120% effort to create a better portfolio for next year’s
conference. SCBWI Summer Conference 2013, here I
come!

At the end of the day, we re-grouped and had the
opportunity to ask our mentors questions. Los Angeles
Regional Advisor Lee Wind walked in to congratulate
us and took photos for the blog. As it was the end of
the third consecutive day of the conference, I felt that
my head was overloaded with juicy inspiration and
advice. Some advice from our mentors included: “Be
very unique. Make your work impossible to replicate.”
“Figure out what your world looks like.” “Think
business too, not just talent.”

Maple Lam is an aspiring illustrator who has just entered
the wonderful world of children’s books. She is also an event/
exhibit/trade show designer, an avid
history lover, and a big dreamer.

After we
parted, the
five of us
mentees
gathered in
a corner of
the hotel
and spent
hours
looking
at each
other’s
portfolios.
We set up
a weekly
online
studio
session,
Kite Tales
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A Poet’s Perspective

A

by Sheila Ellis

travelers.Yet a class full of
kindergarteners thought that
it was about how God keeps
the angels safe at night when
the lights in heaven are turned
off. A group of third graders,
however after hearing the same
poem, thought that it was
about the lights from the stars
that share the night sky with
As I press the pen to paper, or I should say
the moon. Over 60 children
when striking my computer’s keys, my
read or heard the same poem
thoughts, my words become the camera and
and each one had a different,
film. The processing begins when the first
fun interpretation based upon
word, phrase or stanza has been penned and
the picture developed in each
once the thought’s complete, the poem fully Poet Sheila Ellis
one’s little head. The title alone,
composed, the picture’s developed and now
“God’s Night Light,” stirs something in each child,
ready for viewing; or to be read by the interested little
making him/her interested in delving further, to learn
person who has chosen my poem, my photo as his/hers
more about the subject. At the close of the session,
to explore.
we got from that one poem lessons about the planets
and a bit about geography, math and other subjects
During the writing process, I feel that the use of vivid
of interest to the young readers present. Each one’s
words, ones that “POP,” evoking immediate images,
perspective respected and greatly appreciated.
or the use of vibrant words that easily stir feelings
and emotions, are a must, as they allow the reader
I strongly believe that the poet, whether writing for
to mentally create his or her own images, regardless
children or adults, should ask a question, answer one
of that which the author has produced or attempted
or share a thought or adventure that says to the reader,
to convey, thus allowing more than one image or
no matter what: I understand. I am no threat. Let’s talk
interpretation of the same piece. For example, “God’s
about it.
Night Light,” a poem written with and inspired by my
10-year-old granddaughter, is actually a very fun piece
But most of all, let’s enjoy doing it together. I think
about the moon and how it lights the way for night
that it is important to paint with mere but sincere
words, a picture that speaks directly to the reader,
while discussing everyday life, rather than attempting
Over 60 children read or heard the same
to create pictures for posterity.
As a poet, particularly when writing
specifically for children, I have learned to go
to “that place,” that safe, but all too real and
interesting place that dwells deep within;
where the writer, the poet, becomes a visual
artist, who uses words to paint pictures
that capture and hold the young reader’s
attention.

poem and each one had a different, fun
interpretation based upon the picture
developed in each one’s little head.

Kite Tales

Sheila Ellis is a 53-year-old educator and Child Advocate
living in Southern CA.The unpublished writer is the proud
mother of 2 and grandmother of 4, which is where she finds
most of her inspiration.
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A penchant for poetry

THE LONE STAR

by Sheila Ellis

She’s high above the earth
Way out in space
She could be Mars, Mercury or Venus
But who knows, not I
BUT THE UNIVERSE IS FULL OF LIGHT!
And she won’t ever tell.
She is the Lone Star
She has a radiant smile
My star, my daughter, MIKA.
That could easily light up a midnight sky
She stands alone, as does the Sun at daybreak
Yet among many, as does the Moon among the stars at night.
The Lone Star is mine
Like the July Sun is the Carolina’s;
Like the candle’s flame belongs to the dark room.

Writing Connections

Kite Tales
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volunteer in the spotlight

Contest Coordinator
Nutschell Windsor

M

My life as an SCBWI-L.A. volunteer began between
bursts of songs at last year’s Working Writer’s Retreat.
During Karaoke Night, Lee and Sarah, then newly
christened Regional Advisors, approached me with a
proposition. The Contest Coordinator post had just
opened up and they thought I might be interested in
volunteering.

I feel fortunate that I’ve been given a chance to help
this organization that I love. I’ve developed a variety of
skills, and learned many new things.
One thing I’ve learned is that writing is all about
people. It’s about the characters whose stories we
write about, the readers we someday wish to reach,
and the people who keep us going and help us reach
our writing dreams. The more people we get to know,
the more we improve our skills as storytellers, and the
closer we get to our goals.

A slew of emotions ran through me that fateful evening.
I was shocked, honored, humbled, and elated that they
thought me capable of handling a big task. At one point,
I thought maybe they’d
made a mistake in asking
me, especially since I had
I’ve met some inspiring
I feel fortunate that I’ve been given a
only been a member of
writers, and made some
the SCBWI family for two
wonderful new friends
chance to help this organization
years. I felt unworthy of
through SCBWI. These folks
that I love.
the offer because I thought
remind me why I love to
the volunteers I’d met
write, lift me up when my
so far (especially Sarah and Lee) were all incredibly
fears drag me down, and cheer me on as I travel the
awesome. Was I cool enough to be a part of this
long, lonely road to publication. This, I believe, is the
wonderful group of organizers?
greatest reward of volunteering.
Marilyn, a long time volunteer, allayed my self-doubt
and convinced me that I was up to the task. I said yes,
and I’m very glad I did.

Nutschell (pronounced newshell and not nut-shell) is a
middle grade/ young adult
fantasy writer who hails from
the Philippines and now lives in
sunny Los Angeles.When she’s not
masquerading as an accounting
clerk, or busy with her SCBWI
or CBW-LA duties, she pursues
her many curiosities. A Janeof-all-Trades, Nutschell’s interests include traveling, taking
pictures, sketching, playing the guitar and drums, playing
basketball, badminton, billiards, and singing in the shower. She
also practices the Filipino Martial Art of Escrima, and bakes
yummy marshmallow cloud cookies. Nutschell haunts twitter
@nutschell, and blogs at www.thewritingnut.com.

As Contest Coordinator, I’m in charge of the Annual
Scholarship Contest and the Writers’ Day contests. I
encourage members to join, take care of the entries
they submit, and seek out the best judges for each
category.
This year’s Writer’s Day marked my first as SCBWIL.A.’s Contest Coordinator. As I read the names of the
contest winners, I flash-backed to last year’s Writer’s
Day, where I delightedly accepted my own certificate
for 2nd Place in the Middle Grade category. A strange
exhilaration washed over me as I handed out certificates
to this year’s winners. I felt like I’d come full circle.
Kite Tales
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News From The Internet

Cinematic Book Trailers:
Doing it Hollywood Style

A

by Jennifer Bosworth

After living in Los Angeles for eight years and getting
to spend some quality time on set, I’ve learned a
thing or two or three.Yes, Hollywood is seedy and
greedy and just a little (sometimes a lot) sleazy.Yes,
the movie business generates its fair share of phonies
and reprobates. But here’s the thing . . . they don’t call
it movie magic for nothing. Because when you get to
watch the characters and the world you created come
to life, that’s exactly what it is. Magic.

do a read through of the script) I cut even more
dialogue. And on the day of the shoot, I cut another
paragraph. Even though I’d started out with what I
thought was a sparse script, once I heard the actors
speaking the dialogue aloud and watched how
they were struggling with certain lines, I had to
act quickly to revise so nothing sounded clunky or
unnatural.
But adaptation isn’t just about dialogue. Sometimes
you have to make concessions
when it comes to the look of
your characters. The villain in
“Struck,” Rance Ridley Prophet,
has long, white hair. It seemed
like an important detail to honor
in the book trailer, but we didn’t
cast an actor who had long hair
that we could then color white. So
we bought a wig. A good wig, we
thought. But the truth is, good wigs
tend to cost hundreds of dollars,
and we’d spent $50. Unfortunately,
we didn’t get a chance to have the
actor try on the wig until the day of
the shoot. He ended up less Lucius
Malfoy and more like, well, a guy
wearing a bad wig. So we ditched
the wig and had to accept that our
trailer Prophet was not going to
look identical to the book version of Prophet.

So I want to share with you some
of the experiences I had on the
Struck book trailer shoot, and some
important tips for how to create
your own cinematic book trailer.
1. Adaptation – It’s both a great
Charlie Kaufman film, and
where you need to begin when
planning your book trailer. A
word of warning: adaptation
does not mean that you translate
scenes and dialogue word for
word from book to script.
To adapt means to modify.
If you find yourself adapting
too literally from your book,
chances are you’ll be creating
problems for yourself when you
enter into the production phase.
For my book trailer, we actually adapted an entire
ten-page chapter from the novel, which we then
edited into the trailer, but also offered separately
as a complete scene. As I adapted the chapter, it
became shorter and shorter. What started out as a
six-page script was reduced to three pages by the
time we started shooting. During our table read
(which is when you get the actors together and
Kite Tales

2. Script and pacing – There are countless
resources out there that can teach you how to
write a book or a screenplay, but when it comes to
writing a trailer script . . . nothing but the wind.
(continued next page)
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A few tips for casting sessions:

So what I did was watch dozens of movie trailers
trying to find the perfect formula. Turns out,
structuring a trailer isn’t so different from
structuring a book or a screenplay. The difference
is that in a trailer you never see a scene or an event
play out.You get a taste of each act in a threeact structure. A taste of the inciting incident. A
slightly larger bite of the second act, during which
the stakes are raised and a montage leads you to
dessert, the third act resolve.

• Record each audition – the camera doesn’t lie.
• Find out if the actor is available, especially if you’ve
already scheduled your shoot dates.
• Try to audition two actors at once so you can
see them together. If that’s not possible, you or
someone else needs to read with them.
• Ask each actor to try different kinds of reads.
Serious. Wry. Snarky. Punishing. Cold. Bubbly. Even
if a certain tone isn’t appropriate, this gives you an
idea of what the actor’s range is, and whether they
can take direction.

Keep in mind, not every book trailer needs to
follow this structure. But if you want to style your
trailer after a movie trailer, that’s the formula.

It’s important to note that the jury is still out on
whether book trailers actually affect book sales. But
regardless of whether my book trailer for “Struck”
helped my sales or not, I wouldn’t trade the experience
for anything. I got to see my book, my characters, come
to life, and that was magic.

3. Casting – Live action book trailers can be a
dangerous marketing tool. For many potential
readers, this is their first encounter with your
characters, and a bad actor or a woefully miscast
actor can alienate your audience. Some readers
refuse to watch book trailers altogether because
they don’t want your actor to taint their imagined
version of your character. So how do you avoid this
particular pitfall?

Novelist and screenwriter,
Jennifer Bosworth, lives in
Los Angeles, CA, where she is the
writer half of a writer/director
team with her husband, Ryan
Bosworth. Jennifer’sYA debut,
STRUCK, a post-apocalyptic novel set in earthquake ravaged
Los Angeles, is part of Macmillan’s Fierce Reads campaign.
Jennifer’s short films have screened at the Zero Film Festival,
the Burbank International Film Festival, and the Los Angeles
Film and Music Festival. Learn more about Jennifer and view
her short films and the STRUCK book trailer at http://
www.jenniferbosworth.com.

You hold a casting session, and you offer
compensation for your actors.
First, let’s talk compensation. Now, I know there
are people out there who’ve managed to cast good
actors who’ll work for free, but that’s not a risk
I’m willing to take. More often than not, you get
what you pay for. Even if you offer $50 a day, you’ll
get a higher caliber of actor when you hold your
casting session.

Book trailer on YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hkce1uCzlk8

Now for my favorite part . . . casting sessions! Why
do I love casting sessions? The suspense of waiting
for your character to walk through the door. And
when you see them and you know . . . it’s like
falling in love.

Kite Tales

Making of featurette: https://vimeo.com/42162228
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The Hollywood Writer’s Schmooze:
A Schmooze is Born
by Deborah Fletcher Blum

a Sunset and La Brea community room, but securing
a space even for bi-monthly meetings proved next to
impossible. At the end of 2011, meetings were put on
hold. Rene sent out an email explaining the situation
and Rhonda offered her home as a new meeting place
on that very day. And so, the group sprang back to life,
and has been meeting monthly, every third Thursday at
6:30pm, ever since.

What is a Schmooze?
A Schmooze is a gathering of children’s
writers and illustrators designed to share
knowledge, great news, and companionship.
They are free activities offered by the SCBWILos Angeles Region.

Some of my personal, favorite meetings include: the
first meeting in January, when we discussed topics we
wished to bring to our schmooze. Each member made
suggestions and, by the next meeting, we had a calendar
that followed the SCBWI guidelines of schmooze
topics. I wondered out loud if anyone was planning to
blog about the group on the SCBWI website and the
next thing I knew, I was the blogger!

Editor’s Note: Beginning this issue every installment
of Kite Tales will highlight a different SCBWI-L.A.
Schmooze.

W

When I walked into the living room of Rhonda
Hayter’s orange duplex for the January 2012 session
of the Hollywood Schmooze, I immediately felt at
home. The coordinator for the meetings, Rene Rawls,
welcomes everyone with a warm smile. She provides
organization and focus, keeping our discussion on topic
whilenever cutting anyone off – a true talent! Rhonda,
our Schmooze’s gracious host, provides strong decaf
and a variety of tea while others contribute snacks,
such as the popular espresso brownies. What more
does a Schmooze need to inspire children’s book
writers to create and promote their work?

At another meeting, we shared our personal goals.
What did each one of us hope to achieve in the next
few months? We discussed the pressures of marketing
in the constantly evolving publishing market. We vetted
(continued next page)

“This is the Hollywood Schmooze, baby!” Rene says
with her arm in the air. It is, at once, a cheer and a call
to action.
The newest schmooze in Southern California, the
Hollywood Schmooze was founded by Melanie
Stagnaro in 2011. Rene joined Melanie as cocoordinator as soon as she heard about the new group
in the area. The first meeting took place in February at
Kite Tales

The SCBWI-L.A. Hollywood Schmooze at the September 2012
meeting. Photo courtesy of Rita Crayon Huang.
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the pros and cons of self-publishing, discussed
social media strategies and the need to create
a presence on the web, including Facebook
and Twitter. The balance in focus between
marketing and writing-craft seems particularly
twenty-first century.
In our writing workshop, we focused on a building
block of good writing, the paragraph. We analyzed what
gives a well-written and powerful paragraph its punch.
For critique night, we emailed five pages ahead of time.
The first fifteen entries selected received ten minutes.
This may not seem like a lot of time to spend discussing
a person’s work, but when your pages are discussed, it
seems like an eternity. I found the comments extremely
intelligent and insightful, not just for my pages, but
for all the submissions, and went away with concrete
suggestions for rewrites and inspiration to get through
the process.

(above) The Schmoozers analyze Clare
Vanderpool’s Moon Over Manifest
at the September 2012 meeting.
(right) Hollywood Schmoozer
Bonnie Berry LaMon and Schmooze
Coordinator Rene Rawls at SCBWIL.A.Writer’s Days 2012, where Bonnie
was a faculty speaker. Photos courtesy of Rita Crayon Huang.

about their process and support the growth of everyone
in the group,” says Eileen Wesson, an actor and writer.
Members write picture books, middle grade novels,
non-fiction, historical fiction and YA novels. The
SCBWI-L.A. Hollywood Schmooze provides writers
of children’s literature with a necessary forum, offers
inspiration and community, and expertise on the
business of writing. We are infused with talent and
welcome new members always.You’ll find us a few
miles south of the Hollywood Hills, in the flatlands, in
a cozy orange duplex.

At our most recent meeting, we discussed the Newbery
Award winning novel, Moon Over Manifest by Claire
Vanderpool, who spoke at the SCBWI 2012 Summer
Conference in Los Angeles. We analyzed setting,
characterization and point of view. As momentum grew,
everyone voiced an opinion, and there was a wonderful
give and take of ideas.You could see the sparks fly!
Many members of the group attend the Westside
Schmooze as well, but this local Hollywood Schmooze
has turned into a special, smaller venue – a place to
share our trials and tribulations, our joys and successes.
Indeed, some members are already published, others
are successful screenwriters, and some have published
in the children’s market. The range of writing
experience present contributes to the professional
caliber of the meetings.

The SCBWI-LA Hollywood Writers Schmooze meets
the third Thursday of the month from 6:30 to 8:30
PM, except in July, August, November and December,
at 1238 Meadowbrook Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90019.
(1Bk. west of La Brea between Olympic and San
Vicente). Details on the SCBWI SoCal Calendar.
RSVP: Rene Rawls <rnrawls57@yahoo.com>.

Bonnie Barry LaMon, an entertainment lawyer and
children’s author, states: “I love the group because
it is relatively small and intimate, providing a true
opportunity to get to know other writers so we really
do get to schmooze.” “I’m happy to be part of such a
generous group of writers who freely share their ideas
Kite Tales

Deborah Fletcher Blum, blogger for the Hollywood
Schmooze, is working on a middle grade novel inspired by the
years she spent teaching in Kenya.
fletcher01blum@yahoo.com
http://deborahblum.blogspot.com
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illustrator’s gallery

Keika Yamaguchi

A

Illustrator’s Day Judge’s Choice Portfolio Winner

A picture book enhances the bond between a parent and
child, and adds joy into the act of reading. As a kid, I looked
forward to having my mother read a picture book to me
when she got home late from work. One of the books we
read was about a bakery with illustrations of funny shaped
bread. My favorite was in the form of a Brachiosaurus. My
mother usually favored the biggest bread on the page. I
would ask why, and she answered, “Because it lasts longer.”
As a child who just came from Japan, I found picture books
an essential tool to help me read in English. In the library, I
looked for books with illustrations that I could get lost in.
If I wanted to clarify what was happening in the picture, I
was compelled to read the words. Picture books have left a
strong impression on me. As a result, it is important for me
to create books that can be treasured by kids like my young
self.

Illustrations from
Sick of Being Sick

I majored in Visual Storytelling for Animation at Art
Center College Design and graduated in 2010. During
school, I interned at Disney Imagineering, and at a small
animation firm. A few weeks before I graduated, I was
given an opportunity to illustrate a children’s book from
an iPhone and iPad app company. The experience helped
me re-discover my passion and my personal relationship to
childrens’ books. Sick of Being Sick was self-published, and
it meant the world to me to see a child reading it with her
mother, giggling at the illustrations that I painted, just as my
mother and I used to. I knew then that I wanted to have a
career illustrating books for children.
Today, I am
a freelance
illustrator,
working on a
holiday singalong book,
and a book
about giraffes
that will be
distributed in
Africa.
Kite Tales
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Bulletin Board
Great News
Carrie Arcos’ debut novel Out of Reach was selected as
one of this year’s finalists for the National Book Award
in young people’s literature.

Gretchen Woelfle’s All theWorld’s A Stage: A Novel
in Five Acts is a finalist for the 2012 PEN Center
USA Literary Award for Children’s Literature.

Jenni Bielicki’s book Starry Kalahari, was selected
from the manuscripts submitted for consultations at
the SCBWI Summer Conference and won The Little
Monkey Most Promising Picture Book Award.

Write on Mercy! The Secret Life of Mercy Otis Warren by
Gretchen Woelfle received a 2012 Eureka! Silver
Honor Award from the California Reading Association.

Michelle Markel’s The Fantastic Jungles of Henri
Rousseau (Eerdmans, Illustrated by Amanda Hall) picked
up two more starred reviews--one from School Library
Journal, the other from Booklist.

Classes
Art Center College of Design Night Program
(626) 396-2319 or www.artcenter.edu/atnight

Three books by Q. L. Pearce are included in the 2013
California Collections presented by California Readers.
Artificial Intelligence (Lucent Books) is in the high school
collection; Ghost Hunters (Lucent Books) is in the
middle school collection; and Red Bird Sings, co-written
with and illustrated by Gina Capaldi (Carolrhoda) is in
both the elementary and middle school collections. Q
and Gina will be guests at the National Council for
the Social Studies Annual Conference in Seattle this
November to accept the Carter G. Woodson Award for
Red Bird Sings.

Otis College of Art and Design
310-665-6850, or 310-665-6950.
E-mail: otisce@otis.edu
UCLA Extension Writers’ Program
www.uclaextension.edu/writers
As the largest and most comprehensive universityrelated writing program in the nation, the UCLA
Extension Writers’ Program equips new and practicing
writers with the tools they need to tell their stories and
to seek out publication and production. UCLA offers
more than 500 annual onsite and online writing courses
in writing for the youth market, as well as fiction,
memoir, personal essay, poetry, playwriting, publishing,
feature film, and television writing.

Michael Thal’s novel, Goodbye Tchaikovsky, won
honorable mention in the 2012 Hollywood Book
Festival.

Judges needed for the Fifth Annual Imagination
Writing Contest for K-6th grades. I need 12
volunteers to help judge stories by children during
March, 2013. Commitment is two hours. Judging
held at Flintridge Bookstore in La Canada. Contact
Catherine Linka at catherinel@flintridgebooks.com.
No experience needed!

Kite Tales

For more information: (310) 825-9415. To enroll:
(310) 825-9971 or (818) 784-7006.
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From the Blog of a Children’s Book Editor

Definitions for the Perplexed
by Editorial Anonymous— A Blog of a Children’s Book Editor
Reprinted with permission from
http://editorialanonymous.blogspot.com

Pre-Published

have something to brag about yet? You’re also “predead,” you know. And pre-my-foot-up-your-ass.

STOP SAYING THIS.

You’re not fooling anyone but you.

If this continues, I’m going to lose my anonymity fast,
because I will be the editor at pitch sessions singing
loudly with my fingers in my ears.

Next time on Definitions for the Perplexed—
High Concept
http://editorialanonymous.blogspot.com/search/
label/publishing%20dictionary

It’s not like “pre-med” or “pre-law,” because publication
is not a degree you can earn. It’s not like “precancerous” because if you fail to get your unsightly
manuscript checked by a doctor, it won’t turn into a
published book.

From Editorial Anonymous:“If you have questions, e-mail
them to editorialanonymous@hotmail.com, and I’ll try to
answer them. But seriously, don’t try to query me or submit to
me. I’m anonymous. If you submit to me or query me at this
e-mail address, I will use your letter/submission on the blog. Be
warned.”

Who needs to describe themselves like this, dammit?
People with such fragile egos they can’t stand not to

Toot Your Horn in Kite Tales!

To place an ad in Kite Tales:
Contact Maggie Grinnell at

For the benefit of booksellers and librarians, Kite Tales,
twice per year, lists new books written or illustrated by
members. Send us:  ISBN#; Title by author, illustrator;
Ages ? and up; Genre and publisher; Author or book
website. Is author SCBWI member? Is illustrator SCBWI
member?

walkingthruwords@yahoo.com

Ads must be submitted in .pdf or .jpg format
300 dpi preferred, black & white or color OK
Link to your website at no extra charge
Ad costs are for one calendar year
(4 issues) as follows:
Business card size: 3.5”w x 2”h = $30
1/4 page: 3.5”w x 3.75”h = $60
1/2 page: 7”w x 3.75”h = $90
Full page: 7”w x 8”h = $120

Sorry, no self-published, print-on-demand or
subsidy/vanity press books.
E-mail Beth Navarro at:
kitetaleseditor@gmail.com
The next Toot Your Horn will appear in the Fall Issue.

Make checks payable to: SCBWI-L.A.

Kite Tales

Next Deadline: January 15, 2013
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Writing Connections

EDITORIAL SERVICES
OF LOS ANGELES (ESOLA)

EDITORIAL SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES (ESOLA)
is devoted to helping writers make their work the best it can be.

EDITORIAL SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES
has been in business for over 20 years, and has helped many writers—
of both children’s and grown-up books—get published or improve their chances for publication.
ESOLA offers personalized, detailed services, everything from line editing to ghostwriting:
• Detailed line editing and critique letter
• Creative and publishing list development
• Proposal writing and editing
• Literary consultations
• Writing workshops

• Book doctoring
• Copy editing
• Ghost writing
• Proofreading

ESOLA can also help you craft a great query letter—
so include it if you want help with that as well!

LISA ROJANY BUCCIERI

EDITORIAL SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES

Email: EditorialServicesofLA@gmail.com
www.editorialservicesofLA.com
Lisa Rojany Buccieri is a publishing executive with over 20 years’ experience in the industry. Lisa has also written over 100
children’s books. She was lead author on Writing Children’s Books for Dummies (Wiley, 2005), and co-wrote the New York Times
bestseller, Fund Your Future (Berkley, 2002) with Julie Stav. Lisa’s latest comes this October: Surviving the Angel of Death:
The Story of a Mengele Twin at Auschwitz, with Eva Kor (Tanglewood Books). Her books have received various accolades,
such as reaching #1 on the Publishers Weekly Bestseller List two years in a row (Make Your Own Valentines, PSS/Putnam),
and winning the American Bookseller’s Pick of the List (Giant Animal Fold-Outs: Kangaroo & Company, PSS/Putnam).
Most recently, she spearheaded the Intervisual Books launch of their first grown-up publishing program for Spring
2007. She was the founding V.P. & Publisher of Americhip Books, a children’s book packaging company focusing on
adapting technologies such as light, sound, paper-engineering, and animation for books. Lisa has also been
Editorial/Publishing Director for Golden Books, PSS/Penguin Group, Intervisual Books, Gateway Learning Corp
(Hooked on Phonics), and others. She charges by the hour for her editorial services, depending on the length of the
manuscript or project. References available upon request.

Kite Tales
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2012-2013Regional Event Calendar
For more event information and registration, go to www.scbwicencal.org

Workshop. Grabbing Your Reader From the Very First Line

Saturday, February 9, 2013. 1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Speaker: Jamie Weiss Chilton, Agent, Andrea Brown Literary Agency, Inc. $40 SCBWI members, $50 non-members.
San Luis Obispo Museum of Art, 1010 Broad Street, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401.
Join us for an intensive discussion of how to craft a compelling opening for your novel that will make the reader want to continue, focusing on
everything from the opening line to the first 5 pages to the oft-requested 50-page sample requested by agents and editors. A first-page critique
session will be included at the end of the session.

Workshop. Irresistible: Creating Series Characters with Charisma
Saturday, March 9, 2013. 9:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

Instructor: Betty Birney, author. $40 SCBWI members, $50 non-members.
Location TBA in the Westlake / Thousand Oaks area
“Once I get ‘inside the story,’ it doesn’t matter whether I’m looking at the world through the eyes of a classroom hamster
or a confused teenager; the process of creating characters and plots is really the same and never boring.” Join versatile
writer Betty Birney, author of the award-winning “According to Humphrey” series, which has sold over two million
copies, to explore techniques for creating your own irresistible characters.

Free Critiquenic. Saturday, March 9, 2013. 2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Free to SCBWI members, $5 non-members.

Location: TBA in Westlake/Thousand Oaks area. Bring up to five manuscript pages (12 point type, double-spaced) to be read for critique.
Email Joan Graham at joanbgraham@sbcglobal.net to register.

Workshop.
Taming the Social Media Dragon - While Making It Breathe Fire for You
Saturday, April 6, 2013. 1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Instructor: Greg Pincus. $40 SCBWI members, $50 non-members.
The Eastside Branch Library, 1102 E. Montecito Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93103
Social media can be a true asset in helping you build and maintain your platform as a writer or illustrator, but are you overwhelmed by the time it takes to keep up with it all? In this workshop, perfect for both not-yet-published and published
authors and illustrators, social media expert Greg Pincus will guide you through activities to help you establish goals and
focus on the social media outlets that will work best for you as you tame the time dragon. The workshop also includes
specific tips on using Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest to best advantage (while still leaving time to work).

Greg Pincus

Free Sketchcrawl. Saturday, June 2, 2013.

Event is free for SCBWI members and non-members. Zoo entrance and parking fees responsibility of attendees.
Location: Santa Barbara Zoo, 500 Niños Drive, Santa Barbara, CA 93103
What’s a SketchCrawl? It’s a drawing (and/or journaling) marathon in which you roam (or crawl) from location to location. Meet
at the zoo entrance at 10 am. From there, you will be free to work alone or in small groups. Bring a bag lunch and we’ll all meet up
again at 12 noon to eat and share work. Both illustrators and writers are welcome. So, come join the fun!

For more event information and registration, go to www.scbwicencal.org

